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TOW A vORLD PEACE MOVEMENT..?.

'Imagine all the people
living .life peace.,
Yoti May say that.` I'm a dreamer,
but I'm not the Only one.
I hope someday .YOu'll.join us,
and the world will be-es one --John Lennon

The dreams of humanity can come true on if enough dreamers take

to action when circumstances grant them propitious opportunities. The

curre,t moment may be an opportunity :of this sort for the dream of peace,

and 'hould not be Tasted. In our'time, people are just beginning to

becothe aware, of the fact that huMenity-possesss the meahs of its o

ob iteration. Those means, the tapping of the basic force of the uni7

Verse, have been in our possession in aconc e e way since the con

truction.at Los Alamos, New. Mexico, of the first atomic bomb in the

early months of 1945.- In the last year, -a olltical movement has

blossomed out of a spread _grecognition of the potential for deVasta

.tion that the existence of such weapons makes real. Already, millions

of people have demonstrated' their concern in the streets of'Raris NeW

,YOrk, Bonn, ,Tokyo-and'hundreds of yother cities. Despite the-Movement's

unsure of its fundamental'magnitude, however, its participants are

direction. While,the have been enormously successful at spreading,

their recognition of the dimensions f the problem they have not yet

--defined-a solution of commensurate scope. As a result, there is a real

danger that they might dissipate their energies by creating, a climate

of concern over an issue for which there is no apparent resolution,

thereby generating a mass frustration which, leads nowhere. If they

to Avoid this fate', those in the movement must now begn to clarify its

motivations, conceive its world-viev., imagine its goads, establish its
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agenda and develop its vision. Specifically, if this MbveLent is to

solve, the problem it is seeking to address, it should shed itsvague

anti-nuclear" definitibn and.begin to take form.as a movement ,for

worl.d.peace. What was once onl an ideal has now become also a

necessity. In the future we have entered, as Martin. Luther King so.

eloquently stated, "It is no 'longer the choice between violence and

nonviolence. It is nonviolence or nonexistence."

From Fear to `Confidence

if,v.re are going to attempt to chart a course of direction the

anti-nuclear movement, it would be USeful to examine the 'forces which-

have fd ed its present character.-' tf we develop a clear understanding

of its present Character, we can begin to consider how that character

might bealtered to create a satisfying resolution of the nuclear dilemma

Humanity has possessed the technological and political potential for

, nuclear warfare for several decades. Yet, until recently,'with the

brief exception_ of the "ban the bomb" movement of the 1950's, most 'peo-'

ple came t accept the-existence of growing nuclear arsenals with a high,

degree:of-complacency. Only in the ;last two years have-we seen the

rapid growth of concern over the existen e of these stockpiles. This

increase in anxiety can be traced'to several causes.

The first, and most important of thes4e causes was the 1980 election

of Ronald Reagan to the'presidency of the United States. While an anti-
.

nuclear movement was already breing in Europe at that time, (due to the

19/9 decision by the North Atfantic Treaty Organization, (N.A.T.0;) to

deploy cruise and Pershing II missiles on European soil), it was Reagan's

election that spurred that mbv 'er ent to its current proportions and



spawned countless other ant:

ci ding one in the United

'the presidency for, many,y

phasized anti-communism mi'

proposed the largest arm-.

cost oft 1.5 trillion ay_

highranking foreign pc

"survivability" of nuclei._.

ments around the globe, in-

Reagan had campaigned for

aign policy program_that em-

uildup. Once in office, he

n gorld.history,,With a projected

of five yers.-1 His appointees to

'began to talk openly about the

At the time, bills were sent

Cogress to expand civil programs and plan to increase the

deployment of. militaiy,technolOgy in.outer.space was approved. As a

result of these.policies and polemics, many people perceived-that the

Reagan administration was increasing the likelihood of a nuclear war.

Their unsurprising reaction was to begin to fear for their lives and

to look for ways to express their concern.

,A secondary, but important, source of stimilat on for anti-nuclear

activity has been the educational effort bf several anti - nuclear. groups,

especially the Physicians for social Responsibility, -under the charisma7

tic leadership of Helen Caldicott, its president. Caldicott'argdes that

doctors,laavt a professional responsibility to consider nuclear war as a

medical issue as well as a political one, since doctdrs would presumably

be called upon to treat the potential_ urvivors of a nuclear exchange.-

if assess the medical needs of a typical urban population following

a nuclear attack, the prognosis is terrible. The numbers of those who

would require immediate treatment would overwhelms he capacities 'of

,those medical facilities that survive the attack. Further, in an aIl-out

nuclear exchang_ there would be an impossibility of outside help because.'

..the locations from which such,help might be expected would also'be
)
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targets for similar devastation. From this assessment, Caldicott con-

cludes that,-from a medical point of vie, the only adequate treatment

for disease such as nuClear wak is prevention hich requires the elimi -'

nation of nuclear weapons. Thus, informing the public as to the conse-

quences of nuclear war-becomes the social responsibility of he physician.

Caldicott and other physicians have spoken, throUghout the world on'be-

half of this argument, grail_ rally depicting the ,specific consequences-

of a nuclear war for each,cit they visit.

Another aspect of anti-nuclear education efforts has been the pub-
-

lication of Several books concerning the issue of nuclear war. pre-

eminent among them is.Jonathan Schell's, The Fate of the Earth, a best-

seller dubbed "the Bible-for our time" by Caldicott

chell's central argument is that we (humanity) live with " "one foot

in each of two worlds." The first "world," Our political world, is

structured as a system of sovereign nations, capable o.fe aging in war/

which is seen as a function of their independence' and sovereignty,

rational extention of legitimate political sffairs, The second-"wori-"

,in.Which we live consists. of the current stag of our scientific under-

standing of nature and the-technology, specifically, the technology of

nuclear warfare, that :e.have developed with that understanding.

Both of these worlds are of our own - creation, and we exist in them.

But/ they ,are in contradiction. If we continue to organize planetary

politics as a system of sovereign nation-states capable of resorting to

war} we may .destroy the "entire-t,y__of the planet' biosphere: all exist-

ing life forms on tie land, under the sea,, anal. in the air. A large por-

t ion of The Fate of the Earth is deVoted to an excruciatingly detailed

account of how nuclear war might ing about such biespheriC extinc-



tion,'a story of a'potential nuclear war which brings about instantaneous
_

"zones of universal death" `'slayby the of the Whofe,,,earth"
'a

turning frpm blge to brosyn as theecosystemcollapAes . 'Schell leys:

out his compendium o evidence, adding that le current nuclear ar7

senals-might not bring abod.E complete annih MS-vets and 4rasS,

less sensitive to radiatop, Might-inherit the Other species

including, humansi may survive in mutated and can! rik er dorms -. Thus,

we have e tered intb a5,ftone of uncertainty" conce

earth':-
e

ate' of the'

At just,what-poInt the'Speqies crossed, br will have
crossed, the bodndary between merely hav -ing the tech-,
nicl.knoledge todistroy.itself,and actually having
.the arSepals at hand,- ready to be used',at any second.,
is not preOlsely kniowabIe But it is :clear that at

-,present, -With some ,twenty thousand megatons of"nuclear,
explosive'power in eistencel, and with more being/added-
everyAay, we have entered into the zone of oncetaint',
which, is to say the :zone of risk of extinCtion...4

0.
Entering this zone of.uncertainty, Schell argues, reverses the

- traditional- roles of "realists" and "utopians." A global system-of con -

flict resolution which does a ay'with the need for guns and bombs and

armies appears to be the only realistic option available ,to a world in

which any armed conflict between nations could eidalatp into A nuclear

holocaust. Likewise, to argue for the-continuation of a system of

sovereign nations capable of armed conflicts` when such cohflicts can

destroy the peoples of those nations and along with then ally principle

on which their notion of sovereignty might be based seems a utopian

position. It is a politics which regards the fundamental reality of the

- nuclear age.

If we are

recognize that we

e realists in the nuclear Schell states, we must

e a fundamental choice: extinction,or a global
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political revolution, in which we "lay down our arms, relinquish._

-sovereignty, and found a political system forthe peaceful settlement

international disputes -"5

While seemingly at cross-purposes, the Reagan administration, and

the a:Iti-nutlear educational groups and books have contributed together

to a climate of fear that- has resulted in producing the` anti-nuclear

.movement. Hundreds of m):11ions of people-now have a clear understanding

of-what would likely happen to them if a nuclear war were to break out

'---between the United,States and the oviet Union, and they believe that 'the

probability of 'such' an eventuality is high. r

, Until now; the anti-nuclear movement has, for the most part,. been

constituted ag a reaction to this increasing climate of fear. Now that

it has corn into existence, it must decide on a direction' -of it-s own.

For.without aclear understanding of their ultimate goals, political

movements are all too often led astray by the course of.events in the
%

-stream of history they are seeking to alter. =If it continues to gen-

. erate fear, without also inspiring in people confidence that we have

the ability.to rise above the citation it, may end up only promoting

despair, which cduld lead to =a temporary paralysis of pUblic will, during

which our current planetary leaders, themselVes benighted in vision,

bring us evercic er to a moment of cataclysm. The participants in.this

'movement, particularly those who speak and write on its behalf, need to.

develop a rationale which would turn the movement into a force for

ositive change. That is, they seed to design a constructive alterna-
,

tive to the conditions they find themseive6 opposing. Without such an

alternative, they are merely. engaging in political vandalism. The anti-

nuclear movement ,would-best serve its pUrpose of ridding the .world of

-6-
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nuclear weapons if it became a thoroughr-going movement for world peace.

In considering a transfprmation of this sort, we might,well:utilize,

with.Schell, .one of the most apt metaphors for the nuclear age, the

"doomsday clock" of the Bulletin of the Atomic Scientists since 1947,

the Bulletin has featured the face of a clock on its front cover, the

hands of which, are set. (by the editors) closer or further from a ."mid-

dight" which represents nuclear obliteration. Schell imagines how such

clock might be turned further and further away from the moment of

holocaust:

If,' bytreaty, all nuclear warheads were removed from
their launchers and stored somewhere else, and therefore
could no longer descend onus at any moment without
warning, the clock would show the amount of time that it
would take to put them back on. If all the nuclear wea-
pons in the world were destroyed, the clock would show
the time that it would take to manufacture them again.
If-in addition confidence-inspiring political arrange-
ments to prevent rearmament were put in place, the clock
would show some estimate orthe time that it tight take
for the arrangements to break down. - - But no genera-
tion would ever be justified in,retiring the clock from
use altogether, because, as far as we can tell, there will
never again be a time when self-extinction is beyond the
reach of our species.6

As we consider how we can beat a hasty backward retreat from the

frightening face of universal death, we might benefit by turning around

to gaze in the direction of the kind of world we can create in this pro-

Cess, a world in which humanity lives au a leyel of civilization closer

tai 'Lb potenLIal moments of absolute harmony. cilYre4it dilemma can

give wiLh hew forge to the hope or Lhe ages. The nuclear peril may

be the nighLmae that wakens the pec.le or Lhe Barth LLJ an awareness of

the fundamental condition of their XI5Lenc:a That is, we may come to

see that humanity is a family came is this pla-net, and that our

destiny, if it is not robbed by our stupidity. in the cra can- be to



rise to evergreater approximations of universal peace and love.

We need not think of ourselves as a warrior rage, tamed only by

the. fear of our, own destructive power, reluctantly laying down our

weapons' for lack of choice.- The resolution of the nuclear dilemma does

not have to come about solely as the product -f a _kind of technological
_

determinism. Rather, if we take the long view and recognize-that, from

the cosmic perspective, recorded human history, and even the human spe-

cies itself, i a very' recant event, we can View humanity as aninfant

species that has the potential to reach maturity and transcend forever

the violent tempertantrums that are its wars.

The Third aUperpower

In becoming a movement for rid peace, the anti - nuclear movement

would have to undergo several tansformations. It would have 'to become

a global movement, both in its participant's political perspective and

in its scope. Fortunately, at this point in history there are any num-

ber of signs which point toward a global would -view. As historian

'HenryASteele comanager points out, nationalism may be a transitional,

rather than ultimate, Stage, in the evolution of-poli __al institutions:

Just as we know, or should know, that none of our
domestic problems.can be solved within the arti-
ficial boundaries of the states, so none of our
global problems can be solved within the largely
artificial boundaries of nations--artificial not
so much in the' eyea-of, history as in the eyes of
Nature . . Every major problem that confronts
us is global--energy, pollution, the destruction
of,the oceans and the seas, the erosion of agri-
cultural and forest lands, the control of epidemics
and of plant and animal diseases,4famine in large
parts of Asia and Africa and 'a population increase
that promises to aggravate famine, inflation, inter-'
national*:terrorism, nuclear pollution, and nuclear
arms control. Not one of these can be solved within
the limits of a single nation.?

-8-
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There s one sj_gp
4

that stands out froirLail others as a graphic

depiction of our planetary unity, a corrective lense fo r our myopic

nationalistic pOlitical perspective. One glance at a photographic
-

image of the Earth that has beeh captured from a point of extra-

terrestrial vantage reveals beybnd doubt thel,plce' of all people

relative to each other: alone. together on'a blue green planet adrift

in the midst of an infinite se

people.

Space; one or race, -.one

In faCt, anti-nuclear movements all overthe'worldare already

developing a gfbbal perspective. There is an ,,internationalist spirit

spreading amidst many of;the-national movements in Europe, and their

leading writers are beginning to .arficulate its content and expand its

range. E. P. Thompson, a hiStorian and member of the coordinating

committee of END, British based pan-European 'disarmament coalitioni
0

writes that:

(S)omething remarkable is stirring in this con-
tinent today: movements.which commenced in fear
and which are now taking on the shape of hope;
.movements which cannot yet, with clarity, name
their own demands. For the first time since the
wartime Resistance. there .1s.a.spirit ,abroad.. in
Europe which carries a transcontinental aspiration.
the other which menaces us is being, reddfined not
as other nations, nor even as the other bloci but
as the forces leading both blocs to auto-destruction
-not Russia or-America but heir military, ideo-
logical and security establishmPnts and their ritual
oppositions.8

Further, there are incipient indications that Western European

m6verrtient activities have struck responsive chords and created further

reverberations in Eastern Europe and in the Ssviet Union. Mary Kaldor,

of England's Labor Party and an important voice in the European move-

ment, reports that:-
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I

We -.have been amazed by the response we have had
from EasEern Europe. We now have a very big and
growifig correspondence'with people in Poland, with
peop.re in East -Germany and.with people in Hungary.

oNot nlyi.did the ..President of Rumahia call for a
nuclear-free Europe, Both. East and West (including.
Western Russia), but one huhdred thousand people
marched in Rumania against-both Soviet armaments
and Western armamerits.9

In EastGermanY., where residents can pick up West German televi-

sion and therefore Ni_-ness the burgeoning peace movement there for
.F

themserves, there exists the largest independent'movement in the

Ea tern bloc: Earlier this year, in Dresden, they were able to muster

10a crowd of,5000 perSons.to attend an illegal eandle7light:'peace forum.

In the Pacific Region, several international conferences have been,

held and a network has been oimed among disarmatent groups which span

nearly the entirety of the regio , including Hawaii, Japan, and 'New

Zealand. 11

Finally ,,while the governments of the world met in.New York this
I

June at the hugely unproductive United Nations Second Special Session .---

on Disarmament, activist groups from 18 nations gathered a few miles-

away to do more than just talk disarmament. Titled the "International

Action Conference for Nuclear and Gene:al,Disarmament," the conference

was initiated by the International Confederation for Disarmament and

Peace, w,coalition of nonaligned groups which had preiriously worked

'together during the Indochina war and more recently helped to establish

European Nuclear Disarmament (E.N.D.), a transnational organization of

European,disarmament Activists.. l2

The purpose of the conference,, as state in its= brochhre, was to

"ensure that our (peace groups throughout the, world) forces, separated

as they are by distance, language and ultu understarid'how deeply
0



shared are pur_ common oals- d ow =urgent the need. o=maintainf.some
___ 13

network r _coritact-an ommon strategy.

conference Wa ata "strategy
.

_

of the

which odtlined some
_

the_-suggestiOns for

Consultation"

overall peace- movement

Strategy. These - suggest-ions included: establishment and consolidation

pf- nuclear free zdines- all over - the_ world; Support- for a- Comprehensive

Test Ban Treaty; opposition do foreign military gases nuclearTest

weapons;. opposition to t66 sale of nuclear technologY by any -nation;

uclear .fuel -cycle from traction to explo-'shut down

sion either direct or via research and nuclear Power programs; a demand
4-

for th eStablit ent and acceptance by governments and -the= Unitedgovernments'

of a time frame' for disarmament, lobbying o ansnational,,

corporatiops inVOlved iA t e production of weapons and nuclear power;

e international' anti-nuclear and
=

to seek stronger links betwee-

nti-war move cents- and the non-aligned countries.

Clearly, the anti-nuclear movement

fOr world peace. As it internationalizes

14

merging as a global movement.

scope and its'perspective.,

it has moved one step foreward toward being a movement worthy of that

name, not movement for this or that= truce, but for, a disarmament that

universal, that 'angel from handguns-
k

nuclear warheads. to the social

_order that creates the need for such weapons,ja movement for peace among

persons as well -as nations. A genuine movement for world peace' cons ti-

tutes the seeding force a new global political order, governed by a

pr,in iple of self-determination down to the -last person. If the anti

nuclear movement continues its transformation into a movement for world

t can come -to be seen as a world government-in-exile. Or, as

Eva Nbrdland, a Norwegian activist in the Women for' peace-campaign,



believe

=Critical 'Path

Now we come to the practical question: How cam-those

ment for _rld peace, pers onally as "pioneers warless

Albert Einstein: used to call draft resisters) and collectively as a

world government-'in- exile, seek to gain power and establish peace as

the,p litical order of the world?

In the consideration of this question

employ the conceptual metaphor of, a critical

ized by Buckminster Fuller.16 A critical path is the avenue tOward a

particular end or goal, At-the-moment person8-or societies choose to

accomplish a partidular goal, many of the tasks necessary for the com-

pletion of-that goal have already beenraccomplished. In actuality,

we never consciolls1 take the "first step" toward the3accomplisHMent

our proverbial "thousand-mile journies." Our decision,to accomplish

articular gcal is based on a recognition-of. choices made available

by previously accomplished tasks which are already a part of the cri-

The

path-

tical path to our goal at the. time we de-ride' makej.t

followin example, given. by Fuller in his explanation of :critiea

(
aacomplishments, should clarify this point:

Greatly challenged by the Russians' initially
most successful space-operating accomplishments,
President John Kennedy authorized :the funds or
the Apollo Project...There were obvious first
things first to be accomplished --second things
before third things and 7308 things before 7309
-things. Some were, going "to take longer than
others.....Fortunately, early humans, having no
knowledge that what they wei'e doing would some-
day lead to humans. physically, safely visiting
the Moon, had already accomplished one million of-
those essential tasks before President John Kennedy
allocated the federal funds to accomplish the re-
maining one million.--17

,=



we begin to think seriously about realizing the goal of a

harmonious, peaceful humanity, i is helpful, to think about the criti

cal- path$ toward that acomplishment: which Critical path tasks have

already been Completed and whichneed yet to

a planetary

be done? The constitution

assembly and the construction of _the United NatiOns

build'ing- in NeW York can be taken* into accoUnt% The invention of

_language symbols and the- snore= recent development-.of. inter=continental,.

Satellite telecommunicabions systbms are. also steps along thib path.-
e

Many speculate for example, that the'moveMent to end the war in

Vietnam was spurred into existence partly because television broUght-

-the carnage into the iving-rooms

sciences into action.

As

Americans, prodding their con-

The

on -

try to imagine the'critical path= tasks.- that-will:bring
. -

dbwn,the road toward a peacefulworld, we ehould remember that the.

path toward peace, like that toWard all other ideals is infinite

since Absolute ideals are "necessarily transcendental.and therefoi'e

unattainable .!"7- Therefore- we are speaking in degrees.- The goal of

the peace movement i not., then the establishment or instituticinal

ization of peace but a committment to ,a

collective enterprise; civilization, by degree

approximation of the ideal- While we will never

rmanent, realization

ch will, bring our

and an ever-closer.

achieve an absolute,

of our goal,, the struggle can bring- to a-

higher plane _ relative iMperfection;-

In the practice of this process, the means we employ also fall

under this, pirinciple that is, their practice is alein to our art-form;

-never perfect, but infinitely perfectible. 19
- the 'guest, for peace,

the art that we must practice lout can never. perfect is,nonviolence.



site its prefix, noxviolenc is a,positive concept. Mahatma

Gandhi 'stated: " _isma (nonviolen e ) is not the. crude thing it has. been

made to appear.

h i ema-

to -hurt any living, thing is no doubt a part- of

Bit it is its -least
,

sxpresion. T e of hisma (vio-

hurt 'by every _evil thoughti by undue haSte, by

hatred-, trby, wishing ill ,anybody:._ _

,
.

accept- t interpretation-,of Ahisma namely that

lence

-re
love

y the negative -.sate.of-har ssneSs

2
of go d.. even. to the evil-doer "-_ _

.

As we begin to think .about how'nonviolence

the -w-

ishes more

lying by

is not

e-POsitive state of

might be practiced _

today,-Wd-shourd recognize that nonviolent practice flour_

readily in some environments
_ .

in -others. As Hannah

Arendt observed, "-If Ghandi's enormouslItpowerful and -succ sSful stra-
.

:tegy of nonviolent resistance had-met with a differgnt end --,Stalins-
- -

Russia, Hitler 's Germany, even prewar Japan, instead., of -England--the-

outcome would-not have been decolonizatlon-, =but masacre and submis-
-

21sion'. . a practical matter we cannot pursue nonviolence_Without

also -attempting to enhance the conditidhs under whidh it flourishes-
. .

.

For global society to be fertile ground for a plainting of the seeds

of nonviolence, the aspiration for peace must be combined with ,an

22aspiration for its metaphysical identical twins: freedom and justice

Without an open channel for the free expression of opinions, ideas

tastes, and sensibilities it is impossible to establish the cultural

rapport necessary for the realizatioh of political -peace.- Thus -free-

do.. expression within and between nations is a "recondition of peace.

f material wealth,

inevitable well of

Injustice, in the form of gross inequalities

creates social tensions out of which must =spring



violence. Such a condition of injustice is ,the pre - eminent
.

our global economy-, a.distribUtion. system so

eature of

urd that while, some peo-

ple starve others have to watch ther weight. We. cannot exPect a hightheir

degree of nonviolence from people who have been driven to desperation

by extremes ot economic deprivation, especially with growing awareness

at such deprivation is due t i ibutin rather than a paucity

o resources.

By :standing:,f or = justice and_ freedom, the, peaC_e_mOvement cen as
2

a Side"benefit of ThUge!, proPortiOne work- to undertine- the -ideological
-

,
structure Th e United- State and the Soviet Union haver-

,

justified their policies of foreign military intervention on the basis

of their claim to be -re spec jively the- champion of political freedom

demo cracy ) and distribu justice (sacialisth ) . Those in the United
-

States'- who criticize its foreign end '-domes , that enforce=

e-conomic injustice. are Often accused of being the enemies -of- political

freedom, those in the Soviet iUnion who criticize soviet policies which
,

repress political expression are stifled as enemies of "economic .justice.- .

However, justifica:tions of these interventions obicure the eality- that,

in many, instances,- es in_Poland and in El Salvador_they.are inter

vening against indiginous. movements tc polticel change .which- are

either against' freedom or 1 stice but for- both. All too often, these

interventions account for nothing more than attempts -by the United

States and the Soviet.Union to consolidate their global

terests, rather than acts defense of absolute ideals.
_

If the peace movement cells internationally for both justice and

strategic _in-

freedom, it can undeiwine claims by the United States and the Soviet

Union that such interventions are legiciinat'e exorcizes of power. The



eMporers-.
oUId_be stripped of their clothes Jay disentangling itself=

5',WavfroM-the-cold-war_ideOlOgy-and_perspective -.the pear

ent clears_ the way-fortundersta4ding-of a new one

-perspectiverand this'new;order'is -already-in the making

in the idea._o "nuclear% quch as the one Falled for by
-4_

EuZvpean NuclearDisarmament :N.D. im_Eukop.e. _ As.--E P. Thompson
-_.---

. ,

-"TI -re haVe been': ai the, b. ttempt's-among
-the Soviet and. -NAa 3.t.a.y tO-rrEransiate this
movement intor-the,;= h ttlal bArms clithe eald_war...cold
etff=the MoVement,o 1.h Selideritv i81±n a:cri-
tidalr-Sense, of the e'kindj,as the;,- vement in

-__West- Europe to resist nudlearrearmr- t-,-- Eoth:ar
-movements of-Europeand ter- a ani*riy -.a.i./ey, from

old -war cliency--.7 and movertenta-,,k by Europeanss, to.
resUme a_. political ,_space _fob iemselves ."

"The Western European initiative for Auclear-dis--
. _ .

Ofmament is mot more "pro-COmMunist"-thanpolish
_-scaidarityis,"pra-6apitalist."-..---.-They- offer:a'

-- barely pile path forward,
whose 'ultimate end would be4 not only y-the dismant
of some-nuclear weapons but thedismantling of, the
blocs whi.h. would throw them-. A more limited succe
might offer, at-the-least, a nuclear-weapbns-free.
-space,.ilijtherheart of'-Europe, holding the.superpowers
apart -.-ja space of quiet Within which alternatives
&Quid grow ="

As it moves d

must attempt

Arenas of Action

e critical:Path toward pea6e.-, the-peace

exemplify and maximize nonviolence in every arena

Below are some of the Ways in wiliCh the peace movement can, and, r

orking.to bring nonviolence into the world.
q

jattary Establishment,-

ward peade is to.disempower,'delegi 1.ate,-*and,



inconvenience those institutions that

institu

e wars_ -possible. ne- such

military- draft., In the United. States, recent-

reinstatemerW of military registravtibn has met IsTit,.h. widespread non

compliance. At leas

In Ea'st

called

75
, ------- 24000 young have failed to register. .

the
.. .

draf is compulsory,- manyGermany, whet nlilit4ry

"social pea e service" s an -alterna_tive. The govern-

merit has, rejected tire .propos al , based on

thdt military strength is

aye

its "fundamental conviction"

tho g4eatest safeguard to peace .2

ative szrvica has climb3_s , the .n e seeking,- 1 e

e
4,500 according to reports from West. Berlin.-

other method to -inconvenienCe the

Despite

eclto more than,-

ar es ishment_ was fbund

by: : residents of Rocky Flats, Colorado, many of hom:periodically

gather to sit on the railroad- tracks-outside -the Rocky -Flats -nuclear

weapons plan which is the "only. facility that machines plutonium com-

ponents for all United States fission weapons and thermonuclear fusion

according to Daniel Ellsberg, of "Pentagon Papers" faine, who

has joined in the protest? Though,=the train always gets through =to

_ the plant, -after the protesters are arrested and cleared from Rio tracks ,

it floes not do so tinyisj.bly" an re, "not smoc;thly, _ _time without
1

.=

f fort or reflection from within the bureaucratic systeM; not without

public question, comment, controversy, challenge. Not, anymore,

the presumed consent of all American citizens.. ,28

ith

A --different,.variation of the -same theme -is practliced--tin the South.

Pacific, where .7boat.protesti", _in floatillas. of heats blocade

29the arrival of nuclear warships if their island ports. The New Zea

land Peace Squadron and Greenpeace International are but two of- many

groups who use boat-protests as a means of demonstrating against at-
,

mospheria tests of nuclear w apons, dumping of nuclear wastes -in

PacifiC.3°,

19



Uestioning InterVentibn
Though a .recut -poll shows=---.tha

54 t 0_ percent -fee that- its g
the. United States,popplaqdq,
:eminent shoulir "stay' completely

out, of the situation" iii, El Balikador,
-tinues send military aid to the

c
recent CdingressIonaX inve-tigations

. . =military 'aviseiSw Ei-Sa a
- - -

!In t thkted States

Reagan. administration con-
31

vernment there -. -FUrthe

showed that 28. of the 38 U_ .S.

akre been receiving corkbat.pay. 2-

these _is a grOwing op_ baitidn. to the-govern-

m

-...,
. . ,

,

ei
,

nt . s involemeilt._ A Coalition which includes chuScchurch ups, ade

unioniste. and _University professors called- the COmmittee in So darity

With the Peeble- of El Salvador (CISPEST was forme
coordinate -this PP

and The Arts

in later 1980 to

In hi Republic, Plato ,noted the fundamental interdependence

be-Eween politics and culture': "When modes of MU'S iC criange funda-
,

Mental laws of the State chnge with them". By "muSic.," e meant

not just the melodies played by instruments d sung ,by voices -in .fo
.

malized s ng,-Y but the whole-of the cultura.1 univeSse of a .saciety. In

every_ society, a process of enculturation of usbcialization" occurs

in which those entering that society learn its norms, values, precepts,

mannerisms and tones of. thought. These sensibilities' wh-ich make up

the Culture of the ,society, set limits on the range of political insti-

tutions in which the :members of society , can succAsfully participate
=.=

=

and call their own. If the norms of the society encourage -rugged

individualism, ..for esiripie it, may be difficu,lt:....tO_enaCt-goVernmerita

programs. which involve income-sharing. Recognizing the power culture



to,set parameters on the :possibilities .change-, Plato

devoted muolL energy to desc.ribln4 the details of tlie' educational system
-.?

=

rough whch-the youth Of his Republic would _have to pasa as a pro-
,-

-test_ of soc-ializaiton. Likewise, if we are gibing_ to consciously plan

and. e4eciate the steps down e critical path toward- universal --Paace, we
_ P

must begin
pbpular culture

re-design the, curricula, of _academia- and the ernp-hasis -of

-
help advance that goal. Taking tip the metaphor

usic, we, might. say that hum

issonan.t stcainr, longing for h.

ive
_

positions of cultUral _atthor-

oial 'life. has consisted year

is resolution. Those who:have been

have a-responsibility to entourage

iting f- that refrain.
Might argue :that' a opOsal: kihd commits the double

blaspl-feMy of politicizing broth education dk-the arts. To tfiert we must

reply that, ducation and the arts are-apolitical only to th
Of-Mind

diVOrCe boundary drawn between -the realm of the aesthetiC and the ffest

smallest

_A comprehensive, understanding of experience- defies any .clear

ealit y Learning about

.art touche- the Larger society.

tape tlie realm of the political.

society- is- inherently _political; all

The edutator and the artist cannot -es-

Their only choice in this matter coi

corns the. nature of their involVement. Even disinterest_...i_s

involvement- -- an implicit- support for- the status quo ad infinitum.

a form -of

Now, to recognize that education. and the arts are interconnected

with politics is not to argue that artists and academics should give

themselves over to- the service of p litIcs as generic propagandists,

shills for every proces- to control the arts are evident in many coun-

tries today'.-- There is also much value in the notion- of acadmia, as an

"ivory tower" in` which academics can establish a critical distance



which to-view and judge the larger sotiety. is also true ,

while no pne can be uninvolv.d- in the political prOcess

great cOntributions-to.our appreciatiori of they good, the true

the beautiful are the, result. Of a conscious disinterest in

Politics on the part of certain individuals- _what is= aip4--argued-here

is not that arti=sts and academics-become profess-ional'politicians but

only that 'they:mak-e an-excep_tton=toth-

N6 great polemic -need be made on behal f-the principle

-as a ..sufficient `;cause for iuch an exception.- -perhaps the mos

and noble dieam of humanity, the merits of peace are o bvious. If out

rationale need be concrete, we need only Pose the rhet ical question:

Which part ociety loses its_funding resource's with the least public.

-ptotest -hen.Public energies become deVoted.
_ . .

to the cause Then

We may ponder the state of the educ4tion and.-the arts 'were we to free

up the $500 billion -per year and the human talents 'of 50 million peo-

ple now consecrated to institutions of violence globally. By pro-

g peace, artists and academics defend themselves as-well,.

If artists-and academics choose to Work for theaccomplisnMent

-.universal peace,-they--must-,outline a clear agenda. Their task would be

tb facilitate an emerging-cultUral:universe of hartonic discourse de-

signed to: complement the restructuring of political instEtutionsithat

promote nonviolent conflict resolution. As such, they would be engaged

on many fronts.

Academics could contribute critiques of the arguments used in the

news media to justify and rationalize support-for military conflicts

all kinds throughout the world. The logical and moral con radictions



and -fallac
tion by force

rtaken to make
their choices

argument on behal_f

should be relentlessly illumin.atd.,
-political domina--
Great, pains should be

-are that such critiques are not in any way selective in
Parties deemed admonishment. A lack of consisten.cy in

could- likely diminish the legitimay of such critiques in
general..

Thee in the academy can also address. then=e_selves to their --own
utions of cul-Lral formation.: schools,

If an institution of learning truly considprs i_tself a facility for the_
development of reason, then' it should keep in rrind that reason is not

lleges and universities

erely a faculty to calculate means. to ,pre-deta -rmined eid S but- also
power to determine these ends that guide our be-:-Tiavior. 'Faculty in all
fields can aspire inspire their students tai deiliberate seriously
upon the raison d etre of their propfield- life endeavor and
consider how the product their career might contribute- to the real -.

f

ration of the higher ends of -life --Of -which pe,- ace, justice and freedom
If their biological parents'have failed to teach them

appreciation for these ideals , the responsib_ for this spiritual
pare -cage falls more heavily on the academy.

More- specifically, te.adhers and profess work together
esign interdisciplinary curricula- for courses hich encourage an under-

standing of peace. Since 1970, 'degree' programs in -peace _studies have
.beth-ri e4tablished,at. 35 colleges. and univereitie adrone the country,.-,
Over 100 institutions offer courses .ok this kina4, In addition,
to establish a National Peace Academy as a coun-.--terpoint to our military
academies has been introduced in- Congress with 53 'Senators. arid- 69

ytepresentatives as co-sponsors. If established an entire curricula



be.designed for Whole' cola

the tradition of peace and pacifism in 1
_osoph.y.. The subject matter for such courses lies in wait: from Isaiah

be designed
-ature and Phil-

and Jesus to Kant and Gandhi; from Schiller :'Ode t

Lennon's Imagine Those concerned-with philogtophy

psyaiology can begin to offer tour es concerning
'there differences, fa example, in'the lc o

between peaceful' and 171'016i-it discourse

Joy" to. JOhn-

literature and
sensibilities 6f-.,

structure or

Further, academics should make sure that the re*search they condue
does not contribute to technology of war. With --this in mind,

,136Tuf UniverSity recently becameautluclear-Weapone-EEFree Zone,

-Nuclear weapons
37clared banned.

as small liberal

esearch Well as university n _st-t2ments; were de-
.

Unfziveriities as well.If this were tohappen at: maj
arts colleges

military establishment.
Artists might try to nha.bit the ways in witic

it would have ajor= impact on the

create contributes to the mentality of war.
tune takes us down the critical path toward

popular c
ways,

lture :they
popular bulgy

nnihilation more
'readily than it aids the -cause of peace. For instan=e, many studies
have- been undertaken recently to determine whether p.c=rtrayals of inter-
personal violence and sexual abuses in the mass hiedi. have an effect on
the incidence of such activities in genera the same vein, a d

argument has been made that the popglariza n stoce-war video
sOcieties for highgenies and movies: sensitizes the populations of -whole

technology international warfare.. A2tists who are sesansitized to the
ideal of peace might. print
facts of this type.

unit their produ tjoii c=pf cultural anti-



Writers',. ectors, actors., singers; Poets, sculptors, and paint-
ers can Beate ynaginative Vortrayali the mere subtle and relaxed-
forms s f social iatercou
the ex es_ of violence-

t might evolve society devoid
ow today, a sodiety in which women can

and act as- wi-thoutraVel without ear of the nigh men can
=

zybeing thought weak. Rather than Western7movie versions of macho co-w-
bOy'heroes, it is this form-of-theater-which we need, to Project into

. ..
Though the production o Morality- plays this-

tyPe --can be -edbily carried- to an extreme we are far from that extreme,
the United States today. The- Prometheane task of delimiting- and en-

,

couraging the ethos of peace would be much easier, we could ..see

concrete repraentations of that ethos in our thedter.. Artists
contribute to :the ialiti-cs of peace by bocotii.ng the avant garde
cultural revoluti-bn-toward gentler styled social- interadtion-.

On The Need For Vision

Ultimately
pends upon the
Albert Einstein, whose vision brought us into the nuclear age, said of

success of all the afore Mentioned endeavors- de-
urage of vision displayed by those who attempt them.

our dilemma: (T) he unleashed power of the atom' has Changed everything..
save our modes

catastrophes. 3 8

The words' "modes of

inking,.and.we thus drift toward-unparalleled

thinking" are crucial here. With them 'Einstein
was .not crying. for :a new ideology Nf peace, re-brainwashin,g.Of humen

ity to believe, in non-viblence -as the"y- now accept war

Rath-dr, a was calling for a greater, -intensity
a rational sensibility- fbr which only peace is possible.feeling,-

"giyn" of
-

sight and of
For



one ,who. knows that matter- and energy are 'fo,rms of each other, and
that nothing' is external to ythin else lbv e is- the natural law
of the universe:

.

"A human betng1S part of the whOle, .called
--7,space.,' He experi9nces his thoughts
us the 'universe, part- limited. in time and
and feelings ,,-as -spmethin.g separate from tile
rest -7 akind of -.6ptiOal delusion Of his cpn--
sciwsneSs. This deluSion is' a kind -of- pris
fqr reSttictin4 Ills- to our personal desires --

and to a'ffection_fOr a few-persons nearesk to us.
'Our task must be -to -free ourselves from this pri-
son- by, widening our circle ci-f compass-iOn to
embrace all living creatures and the whole nature
in its beautyl-"a9 .

Tiiere is a Proverb-which state-,

people per
pie may perish.

ere.there is no vision,_
Ours may be a time of' too little'viSion
Only tithe Vii1.1 tell whe her- humanity is childish

d the peo-

enough to blow itself 1-1P-'= What matters betweem -new and some fUture

point of certainty -about the t- we tell ourSelve-
about our collective potential-. limit. our, iTriaginationk- of the

,the-bouhdaries of the past still surely perish.
e envision our lives as but a moment in the slow ascent of-::

umahity frOm its, pkii-norclial depths to its celestial heights., and
choosArto make our infinite perfectibility our perpetual coal, - we may
yet earn an enduring place in e universal process we sometimes call'

4,
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